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Are you looking for a business that can offer you some of the most comprehensive IPAF training
Leeds? Perhaps you need to hire or purchase telescopic lifts, or indeed all manner of lifting
products, for your individual application? Has your platform lift malfunctioned and you require the
use of a business with the acumen to resolve all maintenance issues? If this sounds familiar then
there is only one business to consider and that is Lifterz.

With five years of successful trading under our belt, Lifterz has, in a short period of time, established
a reputation as a leading supplier of cherry pickers, scissor lifts, and additional products, in the
northwest. The fleet of powered access platforms that we can offer include vehicles from such
leading manufacturers as JLG, Genie, Skyjack and Bravi.

In addition to the dedicated hire and purchase of such products Lifterz is also proud to be one a
reputable IPAF training Leeds centre. From our premises we can provide you with comprehensive
IPAF training Leeds, so that you can fully operate a range of powered access vehicles. Indeed, the
IPAF training Leeds is not strictly limited to this location. Lifterz can facilitate training at multiple
locations across the UK, so no matter where your industrial premises are located we can assist you.

Lifterz IPAF training Leeds offers a number of incentives and advantages for anyone with designs
on undertaking IPAF training Leeds, or indeed across any our nationwide locations. The IPAF
training Leeds that we provide is as customer-focussed as it is affordable. This is evident in the fact
that we will price-match any quotation from a competing business, we offer discounts for bookings,
and provide hot lunchtime meals for participants, amongst other benefits.

If youâ€™d like to find out any more information about the IPAF training Leeds, or indeed any of our
other training courses like PASMA training Leeds, our powered access vehicles or accessories hire
or purchase facility, or the maintenance or repair service that we offer, then you need only come
and visit us online at: www.lifterz.co.uk.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
Lifterz.co.uk specialises in the most professional, productive and structured a IPAF training Leeds in
the entire region. We specialise in top notch, reliable a PASMA training Leeds which is of a
superlative calibre.
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